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      A NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE CALORIMETER 

                 OF GLASS. 

                    By Reucm •Koxuo and Eql SUITO. 

                          Introduction. 

   The thermal analysis of reaction velocity trhich is a methal of measuring 

reactioo velocity from the temperature change of a reaction system caused by the 
reaction heat, has already 6ccn used -in this laboratory as a new method of study-
ing the kinetics of chemical reactions, both in the gaseous phase and in the liquid 

phase. Jn the ]titter case, a simple glass c;tlorinteter reported by S. Iloriba and. 
K, Satdl has hitherto been used in many experimentst, but it is limited only to , 

chemical reactions taking place at room 4empemture. If the reactions in the 
liquid=phase at high temperatures (So°-1 go°C.), especially organic reactions, could 
be examined by the themtal analysis, very interesting results would be expected. 

For this purpose a high temperature calm~iateacr must be devised. 

    Recently, micro-calorimeters have been much improved (or the purpose of 
measuring smaller changes at room temperature, and some high temperature calori-

meters have already been made as well as the loty temperature ones. Various 

micro-calorimeters have been constnictcd by P. A. Askewal (lingland), E. Lange 
and his co-workers'n (Germany), and F. T. Gudcer and his co-operatorssl (U. S. A.), 

etc. for extremely precise measurement of the heat of dissolution or dilution for 

the purpose of examining the theory of solution. The sensibility of these caloti-
meters achieves as much as low or 2 x to-' degree, but they are exfrerncly com-

plicated adiabatic or differential calorimeters, having 1000_ or more therntojgnctions. 
As to the high temperature calorimeters used for 8o°-r5o°C., besides those foi 
several hundred-degrees used in the nietallogtiphy, there are some for .the measure-

ment of the heat of dissolution of inorganic substances at high temperatures applied

~.:...+~

[) S. Iloriha and li: Sato, This Journal, B, IC. (ig3z). 
z) E. Suite, ibid., 10, z5[ ([936), 13, 74 (1939). IB, t ([9q[} 

   T. Kosaky ibid., dY, z1 (tq;8). , 
   I L:Matsuyama, ibld., 12, t6S (t938). 

3) F'. S. Askew, N. S. Jackson, O. Gatty and J. Ii. Wolfenden, J. Cant. Soy., [36z ([934), 
q) E. 1.ange and E. O. Rounse/ell, Z, flyrik. Clam., A .142, 35t (t9z9). 

   E. LanBe and I:. Y. Misce°ko, ibiJ A 148, t61 (t93o} 
   E. Lange and J. Monheim, ibid., A 149, S[ U93°)• 

5) F. 1'. Gucke[y P. D. A}-rtss and T. R. RuLin, f. Ant. Clam. Soa, 38, zu8 (t936). 
   F. T. Cudceq tL B. Pichard and R. W. Planck, ibid., 61, 459 (1939)
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from the themlochemical stand-point by W. A. 12oW~', II. v. 1Vartenberg'l, \~. 

T~ilt,"r, etc. and also those for the measurement of the heat of hydrogenation and 

halogenation of organic compounds used by G. B. IGstiakon•sky and his co-workers°j. 

Each of them is an adiabatic metal calorimeter possessing a thermostat containing 

paraffin oil, or diethylene glycol, and fairly complicated. 
    The calorimeter used in this laboratory for the ,therntal ana]y8is at room 

temperature is chiefly composed of a glass Dewar vessel and a ]icckmann's thermo-

meter and is characterized by simple construction and easy handling. As it is an 

isotherm calorimeter, cooling is exceptionally important. It is, therefot~, important 

that cooling is easily tamed out at high temperatures as at room temperature. 

Although, as mentioned above, a liquid .having a high boiling point can be used 

as thermostat liquid, another new methal was adopted in the present study. It is 

well lmotvn that any pure liquid has a defmite boiling point under a given pressure. 

Whets this. nature is applied to the thermostat, it is expected that the thermostat 

can be comparatively easily kept at a desired temperature by selecting the liquid 

or by r~ulating the pressure. 

    ,Using- such a high temperature t)iiermostat, a new high temperahtrg calorimeter 

was constructed with a Dewar vessel as ̀ its component Its efficiency was examined 

by a simple measurement of the heat of reactial. 

           Construction of the High Temperature Calorimeter. 

    (1) The Thermostat. , 

    The. themFOStat used is a vapour bash I/urorroslal, the vapour being obtained 

by boi$ng any liquid under a given pressure. As shown in Pig, r, it consists 

 of thermostat vessel, TV, and an air bath sru-rounding it. The air bath is enclosed 

by isolite brick and asbestos plates, and the suitable temperature is kept by means 

 of the sand bath, SB, and the electric heaters, I fe and Ho , made of nichrome wire, 

 0.5 mm diameter and about 120 cm length. The thermostat vessel, TV, q cm 

 inner diameter and 38 rn~ inner depth, is made of glass and coated about 3 mm 

 thick with asbestos. The mouth is closed tightly by the rubber stopper, G„ and 

 sealed \Idth Picein.

._:

    6) W. A. Roth and 1'. Chap, 2. EktMxhem.,.34, 186 Q9z8} 

    7) H. v. Wartenherg and FL Schetu, Z. pnmg. u. aUg. Chem.,-208, 65 1193} 
    8) W. Bidr, G. RoWfb and II. V. v. Vogel, ib/d., 2Y0, u3 (r934)• 

    9) G. B. Kistinkovraky-, H. Romeyn, J. R Ruhof( IL A. Smitk and W. li. Vaughan, J. Ant. Corm. 
Sot., 57, 65 11935); and rbid., 57, 878 U935), 58, t37, t45 1=936). 59, 831 0937): 68, q4o, 2764 11938). 
81, t8G8 11939)•
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'The tbcrmosfat liquid, 2ao nil of 
      water,. is boiled by the electric heater, 

      lI„ made of nichrome wire of o.5 mm 
      diameter and about too cm .length, and 

\,~ P is a tetrahedral platinum dock used as 

       
' Siedestein'. The thecruostat vessel is 

      connected with a pressure reservoir (shown 

      in Fig. 2) through the- side tube, ST; 

\, 1.5 cm diameter, and the reflex condenser, 
      RC, in order that the pressure. may be 

\, kepCconstant. The pressureseservoir, A, 
      -is of 5 litre capacity and its tempelature' 

      is kept at zoto.oo5°C. by the thennost~t, 
\:. ' ~V. M, and M, arc manometers, and A' 
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     is an auxiliary air reservoir. to regulate: the pressure in A and. is o{ 4 litre 

     capacity. 

        (2) The Calorimeter vessel. ~ -

         7n the middle of the thermostat. vessel is hung flee calorimeter vessel, CV, , 

     consisting of a.glass Dewar vessel, silvered or unsilvered, of 6o-t 5o ml fiapacity. 

     .Liquid paraffm, nitrobenzene, or glycerine is used as the. calorimeter liquid, in 

     
-which the Beckmami's thermometer , B.,, the. stirrer, S, the electric heater, F-i., and 

     the reaction vessel, RV, are submerged. The rubber stopper, Gz, is completely 

     covered with. sealing wax. The stirrer has'the insulating branch, X, containing 

     liquid paraffin and is driven at about zoo r. p, m. by a motor. The electric 

- heater, H_, is of constantan wire and its resistance is c.o9g ohm according to the
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accurate measurements made by means. of a lVheatstone bridge at the experimental 

temperature (too.6°C.). ' 

    (3) The Reaction Vcasel. 

    If the. reaction takes place directly in the calorimeter vessel at a high tem-

perahtre, the measurement becomes not only difficult but also inaccurate. In the 

present experiment, therefore, the reaction is allowed to take place in the reaction 
vessel, and 4he heat radiated or absorbed is transferred to the calorimeter liquid 
'and its temperahtre change was measured . 

    The reaction: vessel, hV, is athin-walled glass bottle, o.t mm thick and of 

 to ml cal><•tcity; sustained with a glass rod, Y, in the calorimeter liquid. heading 

substances, one of which is contained in an ampulla, are sealed in the reaction 

vessel. 

              Nature of the High Temperature Calorimeter. 

    (1) Sensibility of the vapour bath thermostat. 

    The sensibility of this thermostat was examined at about too°C, using water 

as the themtostat liquid. 

    After ensuring the thermostat vessel for absence of any leakage of pressure 

at room temperature, the temperature was raised to about a desired degree by 

 means of the sand bath and the electric_ heater 1I°. As the relation between the 
 boiling point. of water and its vapour pressure is known; the thermostat . vessel 

 could be-kept at a given temperature, boiling constantly the thermostat, liquid by 

 regulating the pressure of the gas reservoir A and the dcctric current to the 

 heater Ht. , 

    

.The teinperatitre gradient in the thermostat vessel was examined by placing 
 the. hvo contacts of a copl.er-constattGln thcrmojunction at Che top and the Uottom 
 of the thermostat. In that case the burner of the sand bath and the electric current 

 through HQ and H, were regulated so that the temperature difference might be 
 kept at.a minimum. The value obtained was less than o.m°C. under the experi-

 nieittal conditions. The optimum Yempcrature of the air bath was 85 to.?°C. 
     The electric heater I-1, was placed as near the water surface as possible to 

 decrease the error of the boiling point caused by hydraulic-pressure.10' The in-

 fluence of room temperature was hardly recognized, as the gas reservoir ryas dipped 

       ro) The. pressure increaze of 5cm of canter c°rreponds m thnt of nlmut gs mmdig, and the 
  Iwiling point varies by o.rg°~ nenr roo°C.
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in the themlostat:'t With such cares, the tempeiature of the calorimeter was kept 
col~tant for many hours with the accuracy of ±0.005°C. at any degree between 

q6°C. (657 mm Hg) and lot°C. (7SS mm IIg). One of the instances is shown in 
Fig. 3. This older of constancy is quite sufficient for the thermal analysis, If :~
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        Fig. g. Constancy of temperature of vapour both thermostat. 

ice is adopted to prevent the pressure leakage from the rubber stoppers 

G„ it will be possible to cover a much wider range of temperatures and, 

if a suitable thermostat liquid is used; the thermosL•tt of any desired 
ere wilt be obtainable. 

Cooling constnnt and water equivalentof the calorimeter vessel at high 
urea. 

method of measuring the cooling constant, K, and water equivalent, W, 

lorimeter vessel is the same as in the case of the calorimeter used for the 
lnalysis at room temperahlre. Namely, it is to measure how- the tem-

rises when a given electric curtY:nt Oows through the heater 1-Ie and holy 
Ily falls don•n after the switch-off: The result of an instance, in which 

liquid paraffin was used as the calorimeter liquid, is tabulated in Table I. 
o the case of room temperature, the Newton cooling constant showed a 

nstant value, its mean value K„=0.0353, which is almost twice as large 
n the case of room temperature. The eater equivalent was found to be 

order to increase the water equivalent and make the .cooling constant 

a silvered De;var vessel of large capacity (t4oml) was used, and the 
shown in Table ]I• From the table it is found that K is very small 

/6 of the unsilvered), but that it becomes smaller in lapse of time, and 
ways perceived in the case of the silvered vessel. The value of the cool-

tant obtained by extrapolation. when t=o, was K=0.0056. The water 
nt was 81.7 cal. 

if the temperature of the gas reservoir varies by t°G, the variation in the pressure bernmes 
z.8 mm.pIg in the preen[ apyarnlus and that of the boiling point btcomes o.tq°C. 
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       Table I. Table II. 

7)ewar vccul Na i. (unsilvercd) Dewar vessel No. z (silvered) 
liquid paraffin8o ml., 100.6°C. liquid pnrafiin tq0 ml., roo.6°G ~

 h' 
(min. r)

dT X

(min.J (oG~ (min.-~)

0 0870

5 a8g6 o.ao5.3

io o8z6' o.aoSz

~5 a8oq o.oo5z

zo 0.785 a,oo5[

as o.ry6ry o.oo5a

30 a75~ oaog9

35 0.735 o.oog8

(1541)

(min.)

a 

5 
    io 

    s5 
   zo 
   z5 

  30 
  35 
  40 
   45

 eT 
(°c.~

o.93a 
o.78i 
o.G59 
0-550 
0.457 
a;8z 
o.3w 
o.z68 
o.u7 
0.191

0.0354 
0.0346 
a.o3gfi 
0.0356 
ao356 
0.0356 
0.0356 

0.0355 
oa35z

r 
~. 

E

P

~> 

-.

z

                               {V=53n rat. K=0 .0056 
          K=log (dT)roo-log dT {(~=6t.y uil.                   0+/343 ~ 

    The facts thab K at loo°C. is about a half of that at room temperature and that 
it is reduced to t/6 when a si}vered vessel is used, support the theoretical view 

that the cooling of the calorimeter is due mainly to radiation. The change of K 

with time in the case of the silvered vessel may be attributed to the fact that the 
conduction of heat .along the glass wall (not according to IQewton's law) is the 

predominant factor in the cooling in consequence oC slightness of cooling by 
radiation. 

    The cooling constant was. also mea- ~ Table III.                                                           17ewar .xssel No. 3. (unsilvere.l) 
scared by using nitrobenzene or glycerine nitrobenzene 75mL,~97:6ec. 
as calorimeter liquid, and the results are { de x 

tabulated in Table IIL In this case the (min.) (cm.) (min: q 

copper-constantan junction was used in o tz.o6 

place of a Becl:mann's thermometer as 5 8'58 °'O~                                                          to 6.56 o.o6t 
the thermer.e''1                                                     t5 q.6o o.oGq 

    It has been found •xhat, when a , w 3.50 o.o6t 
liquid of high viscosity such. as liquid x5 =•s'/ 0.060 

                                                        go ~ t.9g o.o(io 
paraffin or glycerine is used as calori- 35 t•5= 0.059 
meter liquid at room temperature, the                                                                                 A;,,=o.o6z 
equilibrium temperature T becomes a                                                         glycerine 5o ml. 
little higher them the temperature of the K,=0.060 

     ta) B is the deflection of the galvmtomcter•m'urar (3,t7X to-' V, t.5t X ro-s A in xnxil.Rity) oo the 
scale situated t m apart dB is aL0 mruidcred to be proportional [n dT; dB=a • dT. in the prcsenl experi-
ment a=9.44 cmfdegree, and sn-with only oue juactiuu it is not so sensitive asa Beckma0n's Ihermomeler 
and more juncli0as will be needed.

e ee

(min.) (cm.) (min: ~)

0 iz.ob

5 8.58 0.068

to 6.56 0.0(.~

~5 q.6o o.obq

za 3.50 a.OGi

x5 z.67 0.060

30 t.y9 o.ofia

35 t.5z 0.059
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thermostat T~, on account of the frictional. heat due to stirring.'1 Ilut it must 6e 

noted that, as the viscosity of the liquid is rapidly reduced with rising temperature, 

such an influence is scarcely perceived actually at too°C. On the contrary, when 

any volatile liquid is used, T becomes lower than Ton account of the heat of 

evaporation even at room Temperature, and at high temperatures the disparity is 

llrger. Therefore, the liquid to be used for the high temperature calorimeter must ' 

be the one with a high boiling point or low vapour pressure, though of high 

viscosity at room temperature, and it nnist t?e stable at high temperatures. 

           Application of the High Temperature Calorimeter. 

               The Heat of Formation of Zinc Oxide. 

    As an application of the high temperature calorimeter,. the heat of dissolution 

of metallic zinc and zinc oxide in 30/ hydrochloric acid was measured and then 

the heat of formation of zinc oxide at too°C. calculated. 

    Experimental Method and Results. 

    Zinc used was Merk's chemically pure sample, which was cleaned and broken 

into pieces. Zinc oxide was heated to redness in a cmcible for 6 hours and made 

to tablets. 

    A weighed quantity of zinc or ainc oxide and an ampulla containing 30% 

hydrochloric acid (z.5 times as much as the equivalent quantity) were put in the 

reaction vessel. The tl[em[ostat was kept at [oo.6°C..and the calorimeter liquid 

was heated by the heater Ho to niucb the same degree as the thermostat and 

allowed to stand for about one

  hour. After the temperature of 
  the calorimeter reached an equi-

 Yibrium state, the reaction .vas 

  started by breaking the ampulla 

  by moving violently the glass 

  rod Y up and down. At the 

  same time the temperature rise 

  was measured in the lalue of 
  time with the Beckmann's thermo-

  meter Rq, One of the results is 
  shown in Fig, q. 

      From the dT-l curve ob-

 tained and the following equa-
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tion'al for correction of cooling, the temperature rise of the reaction system (dT)r~,. 

in the case of no cooling was calculated. 

          (JT)m...=(4T)r=..+K~ndC dt 

° 

             (t, is a desired time after the end of the reaction.) 

The cooling constant, K, and the water equivalent, 11; were measured after each 
reaction by the method above. mentioned. ~ -

    It is reported that the reaction behveen metallic zinc and an acid is suddenly 
repressed to proceed smoothly under an extremely high pressure (30o kg/cm-)."' 

In the present experiment, however, the reaction was completed in about 8 minutes, 

for the pressure generated was only 5 atmospheres. To get assured of this, an-
other experiment was carried out using Pt-black10l as catalyst, but. the reaction 

proceeded almost at the same velocity. The reaction with zinc oxide was com-
pleted in about tz minutes. 

   All the results obtained are tabulated in Table IV. 

                           Talile IV. 
        Heat of dis.+olution nf, Zn and Zn0 in 30$6 IiCI (z~ tlienretical weight) al roo.6°C. 

             A. Zinc

No. of
Dewnr vessel

Wt. of semplc
(6'm.)

(d Tkarr.
(°G)

Wnler uivnlcntlY~cal.) Wt. ~of PL-c+lalysl
(mCJ

Ileal of
dissolutiou
(Kcal/mol)

t
z

4

O.IO]7
o.IZ6q
o.rzg8

t.o77
o Sz9

_ ~]$

SI•7
8t.7
Sts

8
[q
0

33•~
35A3
35.9I

menn 3q.g1

31)

R. Zinc oxide

 +

• 

• _ ' 

  ;~ 
f- _ .

z

2

o.zzSB
0.~930

0•635
o.58q

Sz 4
Sz.z

~8.6t
~.2a

mean [9.qo

    i3) The fundamental lormula of the thermal analysis u as follows: ~ +K•dT= lV ~ , 
where Q is the heat of reaction. ~ 

     Integrating from [=o to [r (a time nfttr the reaction), we. get 

As Sord.r=n is the-mot number n( lbe reacting substance, QXa becomes the whole quantity of the heat 
produced. AccoMingly, ~ 

                               /'r,                (dT)t.n+KJadT•d[=!V •n=(dTkw., 
     Iq) G. Tnmman and F. IIochma, 7.. mrasB w alkg. Chent.~ 189, 33 (r93$)• 

     is) Pt-pluck wax preµ~red in the (allowing way : platinum mlloid made by the 73redig method 
was precipitated, filtered and dried. Rgmn it was dipped in hydrochloric acid, a part of it was dis 
calved and the solutionturned yellow.
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   The Heat of Formation of ZnO. 

    As the present experiment is Ixrfonned in a constant volume, 0.75 
=373°C.) per mol must be subtracted for the reaction generating a gas. 

fore, the isobar heat of dissolution of 'Ln is _34.16 1{cal/moL The heat of 

of Zn0 at too.G°C. can be calculated from the following equations. 

           ['Ln)t2HCl•aq=%nCl.•agt(1[._)}34.t6 Kcal. 
          [7n0)-~xHCI•aq='LnCI,•H,.U•aq+i9.4o „ 

             ZnCL_ • aq+ fI.0=7nC1_ • H,O • aq + o. t R 'sl 
           (ff~)+t/2(o,)=H_o + 67.7a „ m

          [7.n]+ t/2 (O.)=[Lu0] + 82.65 , 
                                 82.7 Kcal/mol at 

           ~ ~ denote the solid phase and (~ }the gaseous phase. 

The result obtained may not be very accurate, but- it agrees .fairly 
results obtained before,.as shown in Table V. 

                             Tahle V. 
                                 The heal of lormatinn n1 ZnO.

Vol_ 15n

75.1

Kcal (T 

  There-

(ormation

too°C.

well with the

cisar~ 

    't 

   ~:~ 

  "t~ 
         .a

•s  '~

_• 
A

L

I lent n( formation 
    obtained 

  (Kcn1/mol)

    S4.Sa 

    Sz.Sa 

  83.o7*o.z[ 
• 

5354 
 53.oofo:35

83.z7~ou5 

  Sa.g[ 

   8.,.0

Sx.7

Tempemlure 
   (°~')

s8

so 

=5

%5 

Sa 

90

too

heat of fonnnlinn' 
    at .oo°C 

  (Rcal~mol)

Sz.74 

Sz.99 

83-06 

Sz.93

83.:0 
8z.86 

Sz.99 

Sz.~

Method!

direct 

indirect 

direct 

indirecl 

direM

indirecl 

indirect 

indirecl

indirecl

~ Olserver

J. F.. TTnnset> S
. \V. Yar( 

C G. lftier=l 
O. L'. Ralston 
G. Reeker~l~ 
W. A. Roth

C. G„Maiert> 
G. S. Parks 
C. T. Anderson 
('. G. 1lfaierLl 
W: A. Rntha) 
P. Chall 
W. I3ilta%1 
(:. RoLlfls 
IL. V. v. Vngc] 
Author.

the heat of mmbuslion of 7.n: 
'Ln and ''/.n0 in an acid. 
2) tlid..48. 37^-(tyzb)• 3) 

 S) ibid., 52, 2159 093n)•

rr

.,

     (N. 73.) ' direct: direct measurement n( 
meat calculated from the Leat of dissolution of 

     t) J. An+. C/una Sor.,.48, x656 (t9aq). 
(t933)• 4) I ~• Chem. Sac. 49. x570 (t9z7)• 
(tgzg). 7) Z. nuorg. chem. Y20, tt3 (t934)•

indirect: indirect measure-

Z. phprih. Clam. A 187, t 

34, ffi;

     t6) As the concentrnlinn of IICI was Soy, the heal of dilution nt ZnG1, in this experiment was 
obtained from the following equation: 

                ZoCL•¢S ILO}SSA=2nC1,•io.5 140}z Kml. 
Calculating from the data-of R P'ritke and J. Luke (Z. Elcrlrorhem., 35, 637 (t9z9)), zao.t5 at m°G, 
and using ifs temp. melt. in the case of common salt, the value (o.t8 Kcal) at too°C. is obtained. 

     r7) h7om 63.31~to.oto (temp. coeR. -0:00765) at 25°C. obtained by F: U. IA,ssini (Bon Slu++d. 

Jmm+. Xra, 7, x39 U93t)), the value a[ too°C u caught. , 
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    In short, Che present high temperature calorimeter is to be considered prac-

tically applicable for a chemical reaction. It is, moreover, inferred that, as the 
temperature of such a vapour bath thermostat is readily adjustable by regulating 

the pressure, any adiabatic high temperature calorimeter can be devised by utilizing 

such.a procedure. 

                        Summazy. 

   (t) A high temperature glass calorimeter suitable for the thernral analysis of 
the reaction velocity at high temperatures Iran been made, acid its construction 
mentioned. 

   (z) Witlr a new idea regarding the high temperature thermostat, a vapour 
bath thermostat utilizing the vapour generated by boiling a liquid (water) at con-
stant pressure; has been devised. A desired temperature is capable of being kept 

withiir the limit of o.oo5°C. for many hours. 

   (3) The cooling constant and the water equivalent of the isothermal calori-
meter (Dewar vessel). placed in such a thermostat has been examined. 

   (4) As an application. of this calorimeter, the heats of dissolution of metallic 
zinc and .zinc oxide in 30/ 1 ydrochloric acid have been measured, and from the 
values obtained the heat of formation of zinc oxide at roo°C. was calculated. 

   In conclusion, the authors have great pleasure in expressing their sincere thanks 

to Professor S. Horiba for his valuable guidance during the course of this research 

and to Mr. Hagihara for his kind suggestions. 
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